Genetic factors are known to influence both risk for schizophrenia (SZ) and variation in brain structure. A pressing question is whether the genetic underpinnings of brain phenotype and the disorder overlap. Using multivariate analytic methods and focusing on 1,402 common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) mapped from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC) 108 regions, in 777 discovery samples, we identified 39 SNPs to be significantly associated with SZ-discriminating gray matter volume (GMV) reduction in inferior parietal and superior temporal regions. The findings were replicated in 609 independent samples. These 39 SNPs in chr6:28308034-28684183 (6p22.1), the most significant SZ-risk region reported by PGC, showed regulatory effects on both DNA methylation and gene expression of postmortem brain tissue and saliva. Furthermore, the regulated methylation site and gene showed significantly different levels of methylation and expression in the prefrontal cortex between cases and controls. In addition, for one regulated methylation site we observed a significant in vivo methylation-GMV association in saliva, suggesting a potential SNP-methylation-GMV pathway. Notably, the risk alleles inferred for GMV reduction from in vivo imaging are all consistent with the risk alleles for SZ inferred from postmortem data. Collectively, we provide evidence for shared genetic risk of SZ and regional GMV reduction in 6p22.1 and demonstrate potential molecular mechanisms that may drive the observed in vivo associations. This study motivates dissecting SZ-risk variants to better understand their associations with focal brain phenotypes and the complex pathophysiology of the illness.
Introduction
Schizophrenia (SZ) is a prevalent psychiatric disorder whose pathophysiology remains elusive. 1, 2 Family and twin studies estimate as much as 80% heritability for SZ, implicating a prominent genetic component in its etiology. 1, 3 Recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) provide evidence for a polygenic model where a large number of variants with generally small effect sizes contribute to SZ liability, 4, 5 and 23% of the variance in this liability might be attributed to common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). 6 Meanwhile as a brain disease, SZ is associated with alterations in brain structure and function measures, including reduced whole brain and regional gray matter volume (GMV), especially in frontal and temporal cortices, disrupted prefrontal activation in cognitive tasks, as well as disrupted connectivity between brain networks. 7, 8 These neurobiological traits have also been found to be under genetic influence. Estimated heritability ranges from 0.42 for default-mode functional connectivity, 9 to 0.68 for GMV in superior temporal gyrus (STG), 10 or higher than 0.80 for volume of the left putamen.
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This raises the question of whether the genetic profiles overlap between SZ and brain phenotypes. A recent study by Franke et al. 12 leveraged 2 large-scale GWAS results to explore shared genetic effects on SZ and subcortical brain volumes. Their findings suggest a lack of notable genetic overlap between the occurrence of the disorder and variation in subcortical volumes, at single variant or overall common variants levels. Considering that SZ is a complex polygenic disorder with high heterogeneity, the possibility is expected to be low for all diagnosis-related variants (as identified by GWAS) to converge their effects on a focal brain phenotype. In contrast, given the neurobiological nature of SZ, pleiotropic effects from single variants are more likely to occur. 13 The lack of a shared effect at single variant level in Franke et al. might be in part attributable to insufficient statistical power for the brain phenotypes, as noted by the authors.
In light of the observations of Franke et al., we sought to extend this line of research on shared genetic profiles in two directions. First, a further dissection of SZ-risk SNPs might lead to subsets that contribute homogeneously to the variability of focal brain measures. Second, we utilized a multivariate approach, which might be better positioned for capturing moderate shared risks between SZ and brain phenotypes given the sample sizes commonly available in the field. Specifically, we conducted an independent component analysis (ICA)-based analysis 14 on SNP and GMV data from 1,386 individuals. For each modality, subsets of variables with covarying patterns were first extracted. Then intermodality associations were assessed based on the multivariate profiles of individual subsets.
Materials and Methods

Participants
A total of 1,386 individuals aggregated from multiple cohorts were employed for this study for discovery and replication analyses. Details regarding data collection and previous publications describing recruitment are listed in table S1. The institutional review board at each site approved the study and all participants provided written informed consents. Each dataset was shared by the individual research group according to their protocol. The discovery sample consisted of 355 SZ patients and 422 controls from cohorts not part of Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC). 5 Meanwhile, an aggregated dataset of 294 cases (with 52 schizoaffective disorder [SAD] patients) and 315 controls was borrowed for replication. Diagnosis of SZ or SAD was confirmed using the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnosis for DSM-IV or DSM-IV-TR. Table 1 provides the cohortwise demographics.
Genetic Data
DNA samples drawn from blood or saliva were genotyped with different platforms (see table S1 ). No significant difference was observed in genotyping call rates between blood and saliva samples. Details regarding genetic preprocessing are provided in Supplemental Information (SI). In brief, a standard preimputation quality control (QC) 15 was performed using PLINK. 16 In the imputation, SHAPEIT was used for prephasing, 17 IMPUTE2 for imputation, 18 and the 1,000 Genomes data as the reference panel. 19 Only markers with high imputation qualities (INFO score > 0.95) were retained. The standard postimputation QC was done separately for discovery and replication data to avoid losing important SNPs due to platform inconsistency. For discovery, linkage disequilibrium (LD) pruning (r 2 > 0.9) was applied and 977,242 SNPs were retained with population structure corrected using principal component analysis. 20 For replication, after the same QC without LD pruning, 687,675 out of 977,242 discovery SNPs were available in the replication data, yielding an overlapping rate of 70.37%. By focusing on SNPs residing in the PGC 108 regions and showing relatively strong group differences (P < 1.00 × 10 -4 ) in the PGC report, 5 1,402 common SNPs were included for association analyses in discovery, out of which 973 SNPs were available in the replication dataset.
sMRI Data
Whole-brain T 1 -weighted images were collected with 1.5T and 3T scanners of various models, as summarized in table S1. The discovery images were preprocessed using a standard Statistical Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM12, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) voxel-based morphometry pipeline, [21] [22] [23] [24] a unified model where image registration, bias correction, and tissue classification are integrated. The resulting modulated images were resliced to 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm and smoothed by 6 mm full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. We excluded 18 outlier subjects being distant (>3SD) from the average GMV image across all the subjects. A mask (average GMV > 0.2) was applied to include 429,655 voxels. Finally, voxel-wise regression was conducted to eliminate the effects from age, sex, and dummy-coded site covariates. 23 While all the scanning parameters (table S1) would yield 93 dummy variables in the discovery data, we chose to correct scanning effects by "site" before association analysis to avoid eliminating too much information due to unknown collinearity. The effects of specific scanning parameters were assessed in the post hoc analysis. See SI for more details. The replication images were preprocessed using the same pipeline.
Multivariate Imaging Genetic Association Analysis
Parallel independent component analysis (pICA) 25 (implemented in Fusion ICA Toolbox, http://mialab.mrn.org/ software/fit), an analytical method that has been successfully applied to imaging and SNP association analysis, 14, 26 was used to identify multivariate SNP associations with GMV variation in 777 discovery samples. As shown in figure 1 , the SNP and GMV data (X s and X g ) are separately decomposed into linear combinations of independent components (S s and S g ) using Infomax ICA. 27, 28 Then SNP-GMV correlations are evaluated and optimized based on components' loadings (A s and A g ). ICA aggregates variables into components by their contribution to each independent distribution pattern. A component's loading (a column of A) largely reflects the covariation pattern of the top contributing variables that have high scores in this specific component (a row of S). Loadings (A) are used for assessing intermodality associations, while the conjunct components are used to locate the top contributing variables (ie, voxels or SNPs). ICA has been widely shown to capture consistent and meaningful covarying composite brain regions in structural images. 23, 29, 30 ICA application to SNP data has also been validated, [31] [32] [33] capturing covariation beyond LD and yielding meaningful biological interpretation. 15, 34 In ICA, a set of SNPs in LD has a similar chance of being admitted into one component as one single SNP after LD pruning, allowing us to use light LD pruning without overrepresentation in the component level yet avoid missing potential true causal loci. More mathematical details of pICA can be found in the study of Liu et al. 25 In this study, the number of components was estimated to be 65 for GMV and 29 for SNP using the minimum description length criterion in discovery. 35 The SNP-GMV associations yielded by pICA were reassessed while controlling for age, sex, race, diagnosis, intracranial volume, DNA source, genotyping array and dummy-coded scanning parameters (see SI). Significant associations were Bonferroni corrected for independent component pairs.
The identified SNP-GMV associations were then evaluated for validity. The primary evaluation with the replication samples used the projection method. As shown in figure 1 , for each SNP-GMV pair identified in discovery, the conjunct components (S s,d and S g,d ) were projected to the replication data X s,r and X g,r , yielding the projected loadings A s,r = X s,r S s,d −1 and A g,r = X g,r S g,d −1
. The discovery SNP-GMV association was considered replicated if a significant association (P < .05) could still be observed between the projected loadings. Note that the projected loadings were computed based on 427,329 overlapping voxels (out of 429,655) and 973 overlapping SNPs (out of 1,402) between discovery and replication. In addition, we also investigated if a pICA analysis on the combined discovery and replication data (1,386 samples, 973 common SNPs, and 427,329 common voxels) would yield a similar pair of SNP and GMV components whose loadings also show a significant association (P < .05).
Analyses on the Identified GMV Component
For the SNP-GMV pairs identified by pICA, the GMV loadings in discovery (extracted by pICA) and replication (projected) were evaluated for group differences while controlling for age and sex. Then we normalized each conjunct component and selected top voxels using the threshold of |z-score| > 2. These voxels were mapped to the Talairach atlas 36 for involved brain regions. The GMV loadings were further assessed for associations with cognitive test scores, symptom scores, and equivalent current chlorpromazine dosages in discovery (see SI for calculation) using linear regression adjusted for age, sex, and diagnosis. For cognitive tests, we examined separately the MCIC and COBRE subcohorts for which cognitive data were available however could not be combined (table S3) . For the symptom scores, most subcohorts collected PANSS, 37 while MCIC and NW collected SAPS/SANS 38, 39 ; the latter was converted to PANSS 40 and a dummy-coded covariate was further included in the regression to control for the difference. False discover rate correction was used for related cognitive or symptom measures.
Analyses on the Identified SNP Component
For the SNP modality, we first investigated the identified component loadings for group differences using 2-sample t test. Then we normalized each conjunct component and selected top SNPs using the threshold of |z-score| > 2. To explore potential mechanisms of functional impact, we conducted the following analyses to examine these top SNPs for regulatory effects on DNA methylation (DNAm) and gene expression: (1) We located cismethylation quantitative trait loci (mQTLs) and the targeted methylation sites (distance < 500 Kb) in the top SNPs based on the study of Hannon et al., 41 which investigated mQTLs in fetal and adult postmortem brain samples; (2) The target methylation sites were examined for group differences in DNAm levels of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) between 184 cases and 230 controls (age ≥ 16) using a dataset contributed by the Lieber Institute (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc. cgi?acc=GSE74193, Lieber's data) 42 ; (3) In a subcohort of 180 COBRE samples (94 controls and 86 cases) where DNAm in saliva was measured, 24 we investigated whether any top SNP presented as mQTL in both brain (Hannon's data) and saliva (COBRE data) and whether the target methylation site associated with the identified GMV component's loading to form an SNP-methylation-GMV pathway; (4) We leveraged the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project to locate prefrontal cortex (Brodmann Area BA9) cis-expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) and the targeted genes (distance < 500 Kb) in our top SNPs 43 ; (5) We examined the target genes for group differences in expression of prefrontal cortex (BA10) between 28 cases and 23 controls in a dataset contributed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK's data, https://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE17612). 44 See SI for more details on these tests.
Additional Assessment of the pICA Finding
We further conducted the following tests to assess the validity of the SNP-GMV association: (1) whether the SNP and GMV components were affected by the specific component numbers used in ICA; (2) whether the SNP component was affected by the preselection P-value threshold; (3) whether the populations African (AFR), Mixed-American (AMR), and European (EUR) presented comparable SNP-GMV associations; (4) whether the SNP-GMV association remained to be identified in 508 EUR samples within a range of LD pruning (r 2 thresholds: 0.2-1.0); (5) whether a different approach, sparse partial least squares (sPLS) 45 might capture a similar multivariate genetic pattern to that identified by ICA.
Univariate and Polygenic Risk Score Analyses
The following series of tests were conducted to compare with pICA: (1) univariate association between SNP and voxel; (2) association between individual SNP and GMV component; (3) association between polygenic risk score (PGRS) for SZ of each of PGC 108 regions 4, 5 and individual voxel in EUR samples; and (4) association between PGRS and GMV component in EUR samples. See SI for more details.
RESULTS
Multivariate Analysis
In 777 discovery samples, pICA identified one significantly associated SNP-GMV pair when controlling for confounders of age, sex, race, diagnosis, intracranial volume, DNA source, genotyping array, and dummycoded scanning parameters (r = −0.16, P = 6.79 × 10 independent SNP-GMV pairs. No significant interaction effect on GMV was noted between diagnosis and SNP. This SNP-GMV association was replicated in 609 independent samples based on the projected loadings (r = −0.08, P = 3.97 × 10 -2 , controlling for the same confounders). When applying pICA to the combined discovery and replication data, we still observed a highly similar SNP-GMV pair with a significant association (r = −0.11, P = 2.54 × 10 -5 , see SI for details). The main finding was robust to SNP and GMV component numbers and SNP preselection P-value threshold; showed consistent associations in AFR, AMR, and EUR populations; and largely held in EUR samples with SNPs pruned from 0.2 to 1.0. Particularly when sPLS was used to identify SNP-GMV associations in a nested cross-validation framework, the resulting multivariate genetic pattern highly concurred with the main finding where the sPLS latent variable showed a correlation of 0.95 with the pICA component's loading. See SI for details.
GMV Component
The identified GMV component loading was significantly lower in cases than controls (P = 2.10 × 10 -8 , figure 2b ). Thresholded at |z-score| > 2, the highlighted regions included inferior parietal lobe (IPL), posterior STG, postcentral and precentral gyri (figure 2c, see table S2 for the Talairach atlas). Collectively, the imaging component presented significant GMV reduction in SZ patients in the aforementioned regions. Furthermore, this SZ-discriminating GMV reduction was replicated in 609 independent samples (P = 4.77 × 10 -4 ). No significant association was observed for current chlorpromazine-equivalent dosages in 203 patients with data ) in 239 patients. Regarding cognition, in MCIC subcohort, the GMV loading significantly positively associated with WAIS Block-Design-Total-Score and CalCAP Choice-Reaction-Time Serial-PatternMatching (CRT SEQ1) True-Positive (accuracy measure). In COBRE subcohort, significant positive associations were noted for MATRICS domains of Processing-Speed, Attention-Vigilance, and Visual-Learning, as summarized in table S3.
SNP Component
The identified SNP component did not show a significant group difference. Thresholding at |z-score| > 2 yielded 39 top SNPs residing in chr6:28308034-28684183 (6p22.1), as presented in figure 2d and table 2. These SNPs were in LD, with the mean of pairwise correlations being 0.54. Given the negative SNP-GMV association, a positive/negative component z-score indicated the specific allele relating to lower/ higher regional GMV. No significant correlation was noted between the top SNPs and those close to complement component 4 genes. 46 
Regulatory Effects of the 39 SNPs
Echoing the five lines of analyses: (1) Out of 39 top SNPs, 31 presented as cis-mQTLs of 6 unique CpG sites in brain (Hannon et al. 41 ), as summarized in table S4; (2) One of these 6 CpG sites, cg23266546 at chr6:28190810, was significantly hypermethylated in cases (P = 1.64 × 10 -4 , passing Bonferroni correction for 6 CpG sites) in DLPFC in Lieber's data. Table 3 ) in COBRE. Although no significant group difference for cg26335602 DNAm in saliva, its relation to GMV reduction in vivo inferred that rs213240_T is the risk allele; (4) 29 out of the 39 top SNPs are cis-eQTLs of 6 unique genes in the prefrontal cortex in GTEx 43 (table S5) ; (5) The rs213240-regulated ZKSCAN3 gene presented a significant downregulation in SZ patients (P = 4.73 × 10 -2 ) in GSK's data, again implicating rs213240_T as a SZ risk allele, echoing the risk allele for GMV reduction inferred from the imaging data. See SI for additional results.
Univariate and PGRS Analyses
In the univariate analyses, some sporadic SNP-voxel pairs showed significant associations in EUR samples, which, however, could not be replicated at P < 0.05, uncorrected. In the PGRS analyses, although we observed significantly increased risk in cases for different sets of SNPs preselected from PGC, no significant GMV association was noted. See SI for details.
Discussion
In this study, we used multivariate analytic methods to investigate whether genetic variants identified for SZ risk by PGC might relate to variation in GMV. While the univariate and PGRS analyses detected no reliable imaging genetic association, using pICA, we identified a SNP component that correlated with SZ-discriminating GMV reduction in IPL and posterior STG. Both the SNP-GMV association and GMV reduction were independently replicated. The SNP component pinpointed the most significant 6p22.1 region in the PGC report, implicating shared genetic risk between SZ and regional GMV reduction.
The imaging component presented GMV reduction in parietal and temporal regions, roughly corresponding to angular gyrus (AG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and part of the somatomotor and associative visual cortices. These regions have been implicated for gray matter reduction, white matter tract abnormalities, aberrant activation, and dysconnectivity in SZ. [47] [48] [49] These abnormalities have been observed in drug-naïve patients, 50 ,51 thus likely reflect pathological neurobiological deficits rather than medication effects, which is echoed by the absence of association between GMV and current chlorpromazine dosages in our study. Furthermore, a recent work by Lee et al. lends support for anatomical changes in IPL and STG regions correlating with SZ genetic risk. 52 In view of brain function, AG and SMG are involved in various high-order cognitive functions, including attention, spatial processes, working memory and episodic memory. 53 In line with this, GMV reduction consistently associated with cognitive deficits in this study, including worse performances in MATRICS domain of attention. Moreover, in Bhojraj et al., 54 compared with controls, lower AG and SMG GMV was observed only in SZ patients' relatives with worse cognitive performances in executive function and attention, not in those relatives with better performances. This observation lends support for IPL's specific association with cognitive deficits, and a genetic role in GMV variation. Overall, our GMV finding appears to capture characteristic gray matter abnormalities in IPL and posterior STG that may contribute to cognitive deficits in SZ.
The top SNPs pointed to the most significant 6p22.1 major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region in PGC. 5 MHC is known for complex LD structure. However, the ICA pattern is not expected to be biased by LD theoretically, which is upheld by the highly consistent findings with a heavy pruning of r 2 > 0.2. The pathophysiology remains to be elucidated though. A previous univariate study reported MHC SNP associations with cerebral ventricular volume in SZ. 55 Herein we explored potential functional impact through examining regulatory elements. One methylation site cg23266546, regulated by 25 top SNPs (table S4) , presented significant SZ hypermethylation in DLPFC in Lieber's data. 42 Notably, risk alleles inferred for in vivo GMV reduction were all consistent with those inferred for SZ from postmortem brain DNAm, providing another line of evidence for shared risk. Using rs2108926 as an example, its negative z-score (table 2) and the negative SNP-GMV in vivo association, stated that rs2108926_T associated with higher GMV, being closer to controls as suggested by the GMV group difference (table 3) . In Hannon's data, rs2108926_T associated with lower DNAm at cg23266546 (table S4) , which showed hypermethylation in SZ in Lieber's data, suggesting rs2108926_T decreases the risk for SZ, coinciding with the in vivo observation.
SNP rs213240 is worthy of particular note. In addition to regulating the aforementioned cg23266546, rs213240 appeared to regulate cg26335602 DNAm in both brain and saliva. Most importantly, the cg26335602 DNAm in saliva positively associated with the identified GMV component in 180 COBRE samples. Thus, cg26335602 DNAm likely bridges between rs213240 and the regional GMV variation, where rs213240_T is the risk allele for lower GMV, complying with the pICA finding in table 2. Besides, GTEx presented rs213240_T associating with lower ZKSCAN3 expression in BA9 (table S5) , which, along with the SZ downregulation of ZKSCAN3 in BA10 in GSK's data, inferred that rs213240_T is the SZ risk allele, echoing both the pICA and methylation results. Though we did not directly examine mQTLs and eQTLs in IPL or STG region, the cross-cohort convergence supports potential regulatory effects of the SNP in 6p22.1.
Our findings motivate further delineation of SZ-risk SNPs for more homogeneous subsets in the sense of impact on brain phenotype. With increasing sample size, GWAS starts to yield converging findings that are generalizable particularly at polygenic level. 4, 5 However, the associations with diagnosis provide little knowledge on pathophysiology. One initial effort leveraging two largescale GWAS results by Franke et al. found no notable overlap at either single variant or overall common variants level between SZ and brain volumes of eight subcortical regions. Our results concurred with Franke et al. in that no reliable SNP-GMV association was noted in the univariate or PGRS analyses. However, we identified a set of 39 SNPs using pICA to significantly correlate with GMV variation in IPL and STG. We argue that this is not simply due to including the MHC region in the analysis, as MHC did not stand out in our PGRS analysis; rather a further dissection of diagnosis-associated SNPs is crucial. This finding appeared to be highly robust, proved not to be biased by parameter selection, population stratification, LD structure, or analytic method. Meanwhile, the current finding only explained a small portion of variance in one brain phenotype. Sophisticated data mining techniques are needed to achieve a more complete quantitative model of SZ. This study should be interpreted in light of several limitations. First, the data were aggregated from studies discrepant in data collection. While we implemented site correction and included scanning parameters as covariates in the post hoc analysis, further evaluation is warranted to confirm the current findings. Second, individuals of different population ancestries were admitted into the study. The observation that the main finding survived in EUR samples and the AFR and AMR samples showed similar associations appears to alleviate this concern. Third, the SNP overlap was moderate (~70%) between the discovery and replication data. However, this should not compromise the validity of the replication, given that top contributing SNPs were in LD. Fourth, no significant group difference was observed in the SNP component, likely due to limited power. More samples are needed to verify the mediation effect. Fifth, the postmortem methylation and gene expression data were not obtained from brain regions highlighted in our work. Focal SNP regulation awaits verification. Sixth, all the current analyses were based on association. While light pruning allows more potential causal loci to be identified in 6p22.1, fine mapping and allele-specific analysis on regulatory effects will be needed to pinpoint the true causal variants. 54, 55 In conclusion, our study provides support for shared genetic risks between SZ and GMV reduction in IPL and STG and demonstrates potential molecular mechanisms that may drive the observed in vivo associations. The findings highlight the importance of dissecting SZ risk variants to better understand and quantify their impact on neural structure and function, which may in turn help inform an understanding of symptomatology and functional disability evident in SZ.
